WOOD AND WEATHER
A Regional Meteorological Centre And Field Station
Acsa/American Wood Products Council International Student Design
Competition 1999
Charles Walker and Srdja Hrisafovic, School of Architecture, University of Auckland.

An international student design competition, focussing on the possibilities of wood and climate in the creation of
architecture, formed the basis of a first semester design studio for fourth and fifth year architecture students.

THE COMPETITION - ISSUES AND OBJECTIVES
The main purpose of the Meteorological Centre and Field Station was two-fold;
1.

to collect and disseminate real-time and historical weather data within a framework that addresses issues of

risk and probability. This would also incorporate field research into coastal and environmental erosion; and
2.

to provide an educational facility for the study of long- and short-term effects of weather on buildings and

topography along the coast of North Carolina, U.S.A. The proximity of the site to the Atlantic Ocean and its exposure
to hurricanes suggested a rigorous investigation of materials and structural performance.
SITE
The site - on the grounds of the Wright Brothers National Memorial in Kill Devil Hills, NC. is located on North
Carolina'
s Outer Sand Banks –130 miles of dune barrier islands on the edge of the Atlantic Ocean. The site was
established to commemorate what is widely regarded as the first successful heavier-than-air, controlled, powered flight.
The site includes, a memorial obelisk on Big Kill Devil Hill, a working air strip used for public air tours of the site,
replicas of the Wright Brothers'workshops , the original wooden launch rail and markers signifying the first four
landing points of the Wright Brothers'aircraft.
ALTERNATIVE SITE
As an alternative, students were given the option to select a comparable site within New Zealand. Where this option
was chosen alternative topographic and climatic conditions were clearly documented as part of the presentation. One
student chose the site of New Zealand pioneer aviator Richard Pearse’s first flight.

PROGRAMME OUTLINE
The Centre had to accommodate four basic program components:
-research spaces, including workshops/laboratories and library;
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-educational spaces, including an exhibit space, auditorium, and two classrooms;
-an observation tower/platform; and
-residential spaces, housing up to ten researchers.
Administrative/ utility spaces and car parking were also required. Total specified floor area was in the order of
1600m2.
The specific items that the Centre should accommodate included:
•

Recording of current weather conditions for dissemination to local, regional, and national outlets via computer
applications.

•

Field research of coastal topography and structures as they are affected by weather conditions such as beach
erosion or wind erosion.

•

Educational outreach taking the form of classroom instruction offered to members of both the public and private
sectors.

In designing the centre, students were also invited to consider how the building itself might contribute to the
stated objectives. the studio thus addressed a number of inter-related issues;
•

Weathering

How might weather affect a building'
s performance over time? Or the formation of its structure? How might it affect its
ability to serve as educational resource for the community?
The North Carolina coastline has had 25 direct hits by hurricanes since 1990. To ensure that the facilities
accommodating the centre and field station are designed to incorporate safeguards from weather emergencies, students
were required to research local ecological and climatic conditions. Alternative coastal sites in New Zealand were
chosen as much for their particular place in the collective cultural imagination as for their environmental volatility.

•

Material and Technology

As the location of the first powered flight, the competition site is laden with symbolism, both in terms of its historical
significance and in its relation to wood design. The intrinsic qualities of wood - its lightness and flexible strength - were
key elements in the design of the Wright Brothers'aircraft. Spruce and ash were used as integral components in the
Brothers'plane. The launching platform for the first successful flight on December 17, 1903 was a 60-foot wooden rail.
Within this context, students were asked to design a facility that will enhance the overall understanding how weather
affects both the topography and structures in coastal communities.
The competition brief required that wood be used as the primary structural material, with special emphasis placed on
resource efficiency in both construction and everyday use (including environmental control systems and response to
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climate). The studio emphasised material innovation and recognised the growing availability of recycled wood and
engineered wood products. Reasonable use of other materials was permitted as necessary.

•

Research

Another major goal of the studio was to make students aware that background research is a fundamental element in
approaching any design project. This is particularly true within the context of ongoing development in materials,
technology and information systems. Students were also encouraged to consider methodologies for collecting,
recording and disseminating data on site, climate, materials performance, risk and probability.

Evaluation & Design Criteria
The competition sponsors sought submissions that would convincingly demonstrate:
•

elegant and expressive use of wood as a material and determinant of form;

•

response to specific architectural concepts of the program such as contextual response, site planning, climatic
considerations, structural integrity, human activity, community needs, universal design, landscape architecture,
lighting, coherence of architectural vocabulary, etc.;

•

level of attention paid to preserving and enhancing the surrounding ecosystem/shore environment;

•

ability to creatively design and integrate mechanical and electrical systems, and external support systems;

•

utilisation of the many forms of wood building materials;

•

effectiveness of the solution in meeting the stated goals of the program; and

•

ability to integrate functional aspects of the challenge in an appropriate manner.
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GROUND ZERO

- a meteorological centre and field station, Kill Devil Hills

Hamish Kilford-Brown, Andrew Mitchell, David Simiona

Atmospheres - physical, chemical and aesthetic - are in chaotic flux, constantly rendering and redefining the
ground. The interplay of unstable systems creates shifts in equilibrium and entropy. The conceptual ground zero
occurs between atmosphere and ground – a fleeting stability.
Marks inscribed upon the surface of the site reveal the historical memory of flight. Variables of atmosphere
and ground remain obstacles for flight, yet are challenged by mechanical intervention. The timber rail establishes a
datum - a ground - in the shifting sand. Flight - within the fluctuating atmosphere – proceeds, instability remains.
Impending destruction occurs at ground. The developed design proposes formation of a new public path beginning at
ground zero – the datum of the historic timber rail. For visitors to the weather station, the path forms an extension to
the existing memorial path, with access through the atrium, or via the underground auditorium at the beginning of the
path. The path can also be accessed from enclosed chutes under the weather station. Crash sites and the final place of
rest of the Wright Brothers first recognised flight are marked within the concrete axial wall.
The public spaces within the station provide filtered environments and interactive experiences (path, atrium,
auditorium). Other spaces are shielded between crafted inner layers of timber lattice work and glass, with the outer
weathering layer providing protection from the prevailing easterly wind – like a cloak thrown over the building. A
central gantry access path within the building becomes an external filtered passage, providing access to all other
spaces, and becomes a viewing platform at a higher level. Residence pods for researchers offer a separation from the
body of the building, and provide a natural, exposed pre-weather warning experience. More protected internal pods
form the research offices within the building body.
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The tectonic dialogue between embedded base and layered timber
superstructure also addresses issues of weather resistance. Timber provides
the formwork to cast concrete spaces below ground. These keying walls
provide locations for laminated timber ribs forming the structure of the
atrium, gantry and major spaces. A flexible organic-fibred membrane cloak
protects against sun and rain. It also provides a sensory warning as it flaps
within differing wind conditions.
The vertical screens - resistors - accommodate the continually
moving sand, wind and rain, while maintaining a buffer between activities
and climate. Plywood louvres act as spatial and environmental filters
protecting more precious, highly-crafted internal timber detailing.
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ex-closure -

meteorological centre and field station, Kill Devil Hills

Peter Alexander Michael Lin
This project addresses the rigorous scientific analysis of weather and the dissemination of information in
various forms. The Centre also recognizes the importance of human response and bio-feedback as a legitimate source of
weather interpretation. To enhance the appreciation of this inbuilt source of analysis, the Centre explores the sensations
associated with enclosure and exposure and the states between these extremes.

The conical public volume has an omni-directional and uniformly aerodynamic aspect with reference to the
environment. This maximises the enclosure-exposure experience of the spiral promenade within the gradually
dematerializing form. The volume in its entirety becomes an exhibition space for the vast array of weather and sensory
information, from the haptic to the electronic.
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The theme of enclosure extends to the monolithic wall that serves as a sand barrier and windbreak for the
research and residential facilities. The protection of these functions is in dramatic contrast to the intentional exposure of
the projecting public volume. The linear and separated arrangement of the residential and research facilities in polar
opposition to the public entry provides the necessary privacy for the former functions. Innovative use of timber is
realised in the specification of a stressed skin for the public volume as well as in the use of preformed laminated skins
and beams, and various types of advanced timber sub-assembly. Stressed skin structures are a device well explored and
exploited in aviation and naval architecture and their use in this project lends an extra dimension to a site recognised as
one of the most significant in aviation history. It is also a site in which boats would have played a significant part in
early pioneering days, not least for their transport role in the days before flight.
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re-form

- meteorological station at Musick Point, near Auckland, New Zealand

Christopher Lowe Matthew Waterfall

In 1938 Captain Edward Musick was killed when his Pan-American flying boat crashed near Western Samoa.
A year earlier, Musick had flown the first aerial survey flight of the South Pacific and landed in Waitemata Harbour,
Auckland before a crowd of 30,000 people. A new reinforced concrete receiving station was built as a memorial in
1940 but is currently abandoned. The competition entry proposes a new facility nearby. (Historic building regulations
do not permit significant alterations or new structures attached to the earlier building)
Deriving from notions of mapping of one
material upon another, the separation of concrete form and
wooden formwork provides the conceptual starting point
for the new architecture. The potential of wood as a
recycled product is also explored. The formwork is
retracted along reinforced laminated timber frames to
occupy the limit of the envelope. These frames subsequently
act as propped cantilevers, supporting the load of the
timber floors. The formwork is selectively glazed according
to programmatic requirements.
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The building is perched over the cliff edge to
take advantage of strong existing updrafts. An open void
through the cantilevered tip of the building captures the
wind and allows for release of the weather balloons from
within. A mobile launch pad is used to raise the
equipment from the utility space to the desired level. A
retractable “yellow raincoat” allows this space to be
closed against the elements.

Public

outreach

spaces

such

as

the

observation deck, exhibition spaces and classrooms are
organised around the launch shaft.

A second

organising void adjacent to the stair landings allows for
the controlled entry of rain and weathering of an
internal concrete ”rain wall”. The library is placed as a
central resource space. Living spaces are raised to the
light on the top floor.
The structure of the formwork itself provides
shade against the low east and west sun. On the
western elevation, the updraft is captured to cool the
living spaces within the concrete mass. As well as
shading the primary spaces from the hot afternoon
sun, the concrete acts as a thermal mass.
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LIGHT CLOTHING - METEOROLOGICAL CENTRE, GREAT BARRIER ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND
Katie Bennet Ngaere Duff

The form of the building and the way in which it is integrated into the natural landscape have been
informed by the creation myth of Aotearoa. The myth revolves around three characters;
Paptuanuku,

the Earth Mother – earth, landform, life giver and sustainer

Rangi,

the Sky Father – sky, openness, weather, three-dimensional space

Tane,

God of the Forest – timber, trees, flora & fauna
Paptuanuku and Rangi are pushed apart by Tane (the trees of the forest) to create light for the children

of Rangi and Papa who were embraced in darkness. The trees fill the zone between the naked earth and the
cloak of the Sky father – pushing apart earth and sky. Translated into built form suggested a horizontal and
vertical layering of multi-purpose spaces in the landscape. These spaces are protected from sun and rain by a
woven cloak which evokes the natural contours of the site and which melds into the surrounding bush.
In making the cloak, students began by exploring structural possibilities of forest thinnings. These
cuttings are typically sold for making into strandboard or given away as firewood. If the material could be
shown to have structural applications, then the economics of forest management might also be significantly
altered. The competition entry proposes using long, thin, green saplings in tension and bending to create a
sophisticated grid shell roof - a form often seen as “hi-tech”. Here, the roof – a cloak lying on the land - is
made from 30mm thick locally harvested and sawn greenwood joined on a diagonal flat plane before being
pushed up into its final form. The rotational action at the nodes and the overall flexibility of the material allows
it to be twisted and bent into shape. The roof is to be covered with double-skinned translucent plastic and
inflated ETFE foil cushions. Open areas are left to allow existing bush to grow through the new structure. As
the centre develops, further spaces can be added beneath the cloak.
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